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HANCOCK   CEMETERY,   62 – 2 
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There are no tombstones in this cemetery.  Accordingly, only the 
information from Beverly Curry’s interviews and from old land records can 
be used to deduce anything about possible interments. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
There are likewise few obvious grave depressions to be seen in the cemetery 
today.  It is located in Northwest Quarter of Section 25, Township 4, Range 
2 West, immediately south of the Indian Creek Cemetery.  Both cemeteries 
are in Test Area 3, about 100 yards south of Hale Road and on the hill that 
forms the east bank of the creek.  The early land records for this area are 
shown below: 
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The above INDEX TO LANDS by G. W. Jones & Sons, Inc., shows that 
the northwest quarter of Section 25 changed hands more than all of the other 
quarters of this section combined.  The parcel containing the cemetery was 
first patented from the government on 3 February 1818 by Elijah Boardman, 
who also got land in adjoining sections, according to Margaret Cowart’s 
OLD LAND RECORDS book.  Eldred Rawlins, who married a Lanier (see 
the Summary Report on the Rawlins – Lanier Cemetery, 37 – 4) took the 
Southwest Quarter of Section 25 on the same date that Elijah Boardman got 
his land.  Isaac Inman (see the Summary Report for the Emeline – Inman 
Cemetery, 62 – 1) took land in adjacent Section 26. 
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Elijah Boardman sold his land in Section 25 to Richard Lipscomb in 1846, 
after he had mortgaged it in 1842 to Seth Terry.  Richard Lipscomb already 
had land in the Southwest Quarter of Section 24.  His cemetery is in that 
quarter of Section 24 (see the Summary Report for the Lipscomb Cemetery, 
61 – 2), so it is known that he is not buried in the Hancock Cemetery.  The 
Lipscomb family members have large obelisks to mark their graves in their 
own cemetery. 
 
Richard Lipscomb’s family held the land of the Hancock Cemetery until 
1873, when it was sold to Thomas J. McClelland at a sheriff’s sale.  
According to the tombstone inscriptions, many of the Lipscomb family 
members died in the 1850s, so the family probably couldn’t maintain control 
and productivity of their extensive land holdings after the Civil War.  The 
land passed from Lipscomb and McClelland hands to families with 
surnames of Duncan, Wiggins, and Rowe until the early 1900s when John 
and Annie Hertzler purchased it.  The Wiggins and Rowe family cemeteries 
are just outside the arsenal boundaries on the west side.  The Hertzler family 
was prominent in the history of the town of Madison, just northwest of the 
arsenal boundaries, but none of the tombstones in the Madison city 
cemeteries have Hertzler inscriptions.  The web site maintained by OLD 
HUNTSVILLE MAGAZINE for the listings of burials in Huntsville’s Maple 
Hill Cemetery has a few Hertzlers, but not John and Annie: 
 
HERTZLER--UNK----F--84--11/10/1916--W--MADISON--AL--UNK--UNK--SENILITY-

- 

HERTZLER--DANIEL----M--49--7/8/1917--W--MADISON--AL--UNK--UNK--AGE 49-- 

HERTZLER--F----F--UNK--12/10/1900--W--HUNTSVILLE--AL--UNK--UNK---- 

HERTZLER--IDA----F--UNK--3/15/1956--W--HUNTSVILLE--AL--48--33---- 

HERTZLER--LUCILLE--ANDERSON--F--52--2/21/1948--W--HUNTSVILLE--AL--108--

C---- 

HERTZLER--MARY--P--F--UNK--9/14/1932--W--ETERSBURG--FL--UNK--UNK---- 

 

This listing includes an “unknown” female who died in 1916 at age 84 in 
Madison.  However, it is not known whether or not this could be Annie 
Hertzler.  Still, it is known that a John Hertzler who died in 1913 was buried 
in Maple Hill Cemetery in Huntsville, according to the Maple Hill death 
certificate below: 
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Since the INDEX TO LANDS showed that John Hertzler Jr. entered into a 
mortgage agreement with Colmer D. Landon in 1910 regarding land near the 
cemetery parcel, it is likely that he was the son of a “senior” John Hertzler, 
as shown on the above death certificate.  With a death certificate for a 
“junior” John Hertzler who died at age 49 in nearby Madison of tuberculosis 
in 1913, it is possible that either “senior” or “junior” was the one who 
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acquired the land in 1892.  Of course, the Hertzlers came by land in the 
NW/4 of S25 through Jacob Hertzler in 1870.  From Jacob it passed to 
Daniel Hertzler, who in turn deeded it to John Sr. – all per the INDEX TO 
LANDS above. 
 
It should also be noted that Jacob Hertzler acquired the land from Orville M. 
Hundley, who was related to Lucy Lanier Ives Clark of the Clark Cemetery 
(65-2) on the arsenal.  Exactly how the Hundleys got the land is not clear on 
the INDEX TO LANDS.  That index shows that Orville Hundley purchased 
land in the area from J. J. Fletcher, who in turn acquired land in the area 
from Eldred Rawlins.  However, the quarter section indications on the 
INDEX TO LANDS do not show that Eldred Rawlins or J. J. Fletcher 
owned land in the NW/4 to sell to Orville Hundley in 1870.  It is possibly 
just an incomplete marking of the index, but until the original deeds are 
examined, the whole truth may not be known.  It is known that Eldred 
Rawlins entered into some questionable land dealings during his residence in 
Madison County, before he moved to Limestone County and other areas (see 
the Rawlins – Lanier Cemetery Summary Report for more of Eldred 
Rawlins’ life story).  
 
Since there is no known arsenal or Madison-area cemetery with the graves 
of the Hertzlers, it is certainly possible that the Hancock Cemetery was used 
by their family for its burials until after the land was sold into black family 
possession.  As is known from other cemetery records, such as the nearby 
Inman Cemetery (62-1), it is not unusual for the pre-Civil War white 
plantation owners to start a family cemetery that is later used by the black 
families.  Sometimes, plantation cemeteries included especially the graves of 
household slaves with those of the white owners, even though normally they 
would be in separate sections. 
 
Likewise, it is known that families of the “old days” generally buried their 
dead in their own land, as community cemeteries generally did not exist.  
(Of course, there were often church cemeteries used throughout the ages by 
several families together.)  If family land burial practices were used here, 
then Jacob and Daniel Hertzler and their wives and children may well be 
buried in the Hancock Cemetery.  The Maple Hill death certificate assures 
that John Hertzler Jr. was buried in Maple Hill, perhaps along with his wife, 
but there is no firm record of their burials there, other than the one death 
certificate.  The death certificate for John Hertzler also shows that John 
Hertzler Sr. was a doctor, as reported by Dr. Kyser of Madison. 
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At this time, there can be only speculation regarding the origins of the 
cemetery.  At least it has been determined which families of the land 
ownership were not likely buried in the Hancock Cemetery.  While the 
Lipscomb, Rowe, and Wiggins families had their own separate cemeteries 
(and therefore no need to use the Hancock burying grounds), other known 
families who owned the parcel may have buried children and/or adults there.  
That would include the Boardman, McClelland, Duncan, and Hertzler 
families for possible interments.  The cemetery is certainly large enough to 
accommodate all of these families and the later black family burials. 
 
There should be a Hancock family associated with ownership of the land for 
such a name to have been given to the cemetery, but that must have occurred 
after 1900, since the INDEX TO LANDS of the 1800s does not show the 
Hancock family name in ownership of the property.   Another possibility 
would be that Hancock family members were moved here from another 
cemetery, such as is discussed in the Summary Report of the Indian Creek 
(62-3) Cemetery, but there were no Hancocks noted in the land records of 
the only known original cemetery location from which graves were moved.  
However, there were indeed some Hancock families in Madison County in 
the earliest days of the county’s history.  The very first deed book recording, 
on the first page of the book, was for the Hancock / Handcock family, as 
shown below: 
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This 1815 record simply deals with the estates of Joseph Handcock and of 
William Hancock, both deceased.  Notable Madison County pioneers LeRoy 
Pope (“Father of Huntsville”), Thomas Bibb (2nd Governor of Alabama), and 
John Withers (father-in-law of Clement Comer Clay, who was the 8th 
Governor of Alabama), were involved in the court action as “gentlemen 
Justices of the Invrum” (Interim) for the Territory.  While this record gives 
no indication of the location of any land associated with the estates, other 
records do: 
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This record shows that the lands bought by the Hancocks in Madison County 
typically were in the northern and eastern portions of the county. 
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The above Index also shows that the lands sold by the Hancock family in 
Madison County in the 1800s was typically in the either the northern or the 
eastern portions of the county.  However, there were a few exceptions.  
Some of the real property bought or sold was in Huntsville, some was 
“indefinite(ly)” described in the records, and a couple of parcels were on 
land that became arsenal property.  In 1904, Thomas Hancock sold land in 
Section 7 of Township 5, Range 1 West, to Aaron Freeholder Land & 
Mortgage Company.  That parcel is immediately south of the Lanier 
Cemetery (46-3) on the arsenal.  The other instance of Hancock land 
transactions in the area that became the arsenal was in 1918.  At that time, 
M. C. Hancock mortgaged land in Section 28, Township 4, Range 1 West, to 
J. Frank, Geiger.  This land is west of Patton Road, south of Cajun Drive, 
and north of Martin Road, basically centering on Madkin Mountain and the 
rock quarry.  The difficulty is that M. C. Hancock was also listed in the 
Index as being involved in several land transactions in the towns of 
Huntsville and Maysville, so that one transaction is not necessarily an 
indication that he lived on the arsenal location.  A look at the census records 
in the early 1900s for the Hancock families was the only other avenue to try 
to gain some insights: 
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The problem with all of these census records for Thomas / Tom and C. / 
Charley Hancock is that they don’t match at all between 1900 and 1910.  
The ages are grossly different, and the birthplaces don’t agree, plus the 
family member names are all diverse between the censuses.  There was 
nothing found to even remotely fit for a Thomas or an M. C. Hancock in the 
1920 or 1930 census records of Madison County.  The only thing that the 
census records provide is insight that the Hancock families that may have 
matched the land records of the early 1900s in Madison County were 
“colored”.  However, none of them lived near the Hancock Cemetery, 62-2, 
location. 
 
Still, it may be that one or more of these Hancocks was buried in the 
Hancock Cemetery location or in the cemetery that got moved to the 
adjacent Indian Creek Cemetery, 62-3.  At least one of the land records, the 
one involving Madkin Mountain and the rock quarry, was near the cemetery 
that was moved to Indian Creek.  Furthermore, the old photo shown in the 
Indian Creek Cemetery Summary Report seems to include an adult-sized 
transfer coffin, whereas all of the graves known to exist in the Indian Creek 
Cemetery appear to be for children.  That implies that if an adult was 
removed from the area near the intersection of Toftoy Thruway and Neal 
Road in Section 29, then that adult was not reburied in Indian Creek 
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Cemetery.  Accordingly, the grave most likely would have been emplaced in 
the Hancock Cemetery.  Furthermore, if there was ever a Hancock family 
member buried either originally or by transfer to the Hancock Cemetery, and 
if that person had an inscribed tombstone, then that stone could be the only 
basis for ever calling this cemetery the Hancock Cemetery.  In such a case, 
the Hancock family member would not necessarily have had to own or live 
very near to the cemetery. 
 
Hopefully, someday a detailed land record or other document will be found 
to mention the first uses of the cemetery.  For now, that investigation 
remains pending for future research into all of the deed records and title 
abstracts for the area. 
 
 
 
 
 
By John P. Rankin, August 22, 2005; revised September 17, 2005 


